Abstract-We propose a new technique for the efficient search and navigation in XML documents and streams. This technique takes string matching algorithms designed for efficient keyword search in flat strings into the second dimension, to navigate in tree structured data. We consider the important XML data management task of prefiltering XML documents (also called XML projection) as an application for our approach. Different from existing prefiltering schemes, we usually process only fractions of the input and get by with very economical consumption of both main memory and processing time. Our experiments reveal that, already on low-complexity problems such as XPath filtering, inmemory query engines can experience speed-ups by two orders of magnitude.
I. INTRODUCTION
In XML stream processing, or XML query evaluation using main memory-based query processors, we often process XML data ad-hoc, without loading it into a database or building an in-memory tree representation. Doing this efficiently has been recognized as an important data management problem [1] - [7] . In XML data management, we face similar problems as in string matching as we often need to detect patterns (such as a specific tagname) within XML input streams. However, the state of the art in string matching to date has found little application in the acceleration of XML processing.
String matching algorithms have been subject to extensive study for more than thirty years [8] - [13] . In today's algorithms, the input is not processed one character at-a-time.
Rather, string matching algorithms like Boyer-Moore [11] and Commentz-Walter [13] rely on the insight that matching keywords from right to left lets us skip parts of the input. For instance, the keyword "ICDE" has four characters. Suppose the fourth character in the input string is the letter "A". Then the keyword cannot be matched by the first four characters, and we can safely skip to the 8th character. If this character is the letter "C", then the pattern could be matched. Hence, we shift to the right for the substring "DE", and try to match the keyword from right to left. This paper makes a case for leveraging ideas from string matching for XML stream processing. We take the leap from processing flat strings to structured documents, and present a new technique for the efficient search and navigation in XML documents and streams. What makes our approach very attractive is that it shares the advantages of established string matching algorithms: Using statically precompiled lookup tables of fixed size the runtime algorithm comes at little expense for CPU and main memory resources. Moreover, it can be implemented as a streaming algorithm, where we scan the input with a fixed-size window in a single pass. Within the window held in main memory, we can locally jump back and forth, all the while trying to quickly process the input by skipping characters. As we confirm in our experiments, this results in significant speedups for searching flat strings and XML data alike. In particular, both the runtime costs and the number of character comparisons of our technique are comparable with Boyer-Moore style string matching algorithms.
While the runtime algorithm is simple, lean, and efficient, the static analysis computing the runtime data structures is not trivial. In moving from flat strings to structured data, new challenges arise. When the complete XML input document has been tokenized into opening-and closing tags, e.g. using a SAX parser, it is straightforward to track ancestor-descendant relationships between nodes in the document tree. However, when we skip data, we disregard parts of the document structure. For instance, assume we search for an occurrence of the keyword "(a)", and once we have found it, we locate keyword "(b)" in the input. Ad hoc, the relationship between these nodes is unclear.
To deal with this problem, we make use of schema information. DTDs provide us with the set of possible tagnames, parent-child and ancestor-descendant information, as well as order and cardinality constraints. We also take required attributes into account to compute XML-specific offsets, which let us skip parts of the input in addition to the skips performed by string matching algorithms. Based on a holistic static analysis, we decompose the task of navigating inside XML documents into multiple string matching problems, which are solved individually using established algorithms. This decomposition is robust, and computes very basic lookuptables, to be used at runtime.
By only inspecting a fraction of the characters in the input, we are able to build highly scalable applications for XML stream processing. These [4] , [6] , [7] , main memory nevertheless remains the limiting resource. XML prefiltering techniques, also called "XML projection" or "pruning" [5] - [7] , tackle this problem. In prefiltering, only relevant data is passed on to the XML query engine, while irrelevant data is discarded. In many practical cases, this considerably reduces the amount of data stored in main memory [5] , [6] .
In the example below, we show how string matching algorithms can be leveraged to accelerate XML prefiltering.
Example 1: We discuss XML prefiltering for XQuery <q>{ //australia//description 1</q> against the document from Figure 2 . We consider the simplified XMark DTD [17] from Figure 1 , and assume that all unlisted tags have #PCDATA content.
In XML prefiltering for this query, we are only interested in tag node australia and all its description descendants. By default, we preserve the top-level node to guarantee wellformed XML output. Hence, in prefiltering the document from Figure 2 , we obtain the document below, on which query evaluation yields the same result. <site><australia><description>Palm Zire 71 </description></australia></site> In localizing a tag in the input we must keep in mind that tags may contain whitespaces or attributes. However, all tags for element t share the prefix "(t' or "(It". While "K t)" is not allowed by the XML standard, "(t )" is valid syntax.
Thus, we search for the keyword "(t" using string matching algorithms, and then locally seek the trailing ")" or ' I" ). In Figure 2 , we use T to mark characters that are checked from left to right, and I for characters that are checked locally from right to left. Symbol $ represents both T and J,.
At position 1 we start by scanning for keyword "(site" 
While we formally define a semantics for XML prefiltering in the next section, here it is evident that only the top-level nodes with label a, and their b-labeled children (with their subtrees) need to be preserved in prefiltering.
We decompose the prefiltering task into multiple string matching problems. The frontier vocabulary is the set of keywords defining the current string matching problem. We start XML prefiltering with tag (a) in the frontier vocabulary.
We use the Boyer-Moore algorithm for single keyword search to match tag (a) in the input. Once we have located this keyword, we consider the frontier vocabulary with the tokens Runtime data structures. The change between frontier vocabularies is captured by the runtime-automaton. Given the current automaton state and reading position in the input, string matching algorithms scan for the closest token for which a transition is defined. Four statically compiled tables (or associative arrays) provide all information required at runtime. copy the current tag without or with its attributes ("copy tag [+ atts]"). To output a node with its subtree, we copy the input from the start position of the opening tag up to the last position of its closing tag ("copy on/off").
Example 3. Consider Figure 3 . Assume we are in state q3 and at some reading position in the input document. Then the frontier vocabulary is V[q3] = "(Ic"), so we search for "(/c".
We know from the DTD that node c has at least one child.
The shortest string encoding of this child is as " bI)", using four characters. Thus, when starting to search for "(c/", we skip J[q3] = 4 characters.
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Runtime algorithm. Figure 4 shows the runtime algorithm, which switches between string matching problems. The current state is denoted by q, and the current reading position in the input, the "cursor", by c. We iterate the following steps.
In an initial jump, we shift the cursor J [q] We capture the relevant data in XML prefiltering by proJection paths, as defined in [5] . A simple path is a sequence of XPath downward navigation steps without predicates, composed by "/". A projection path is an expression IsimplePath or tsimplePctth#. The flag '#" indicates that the descendants of selected nodes are also required for query evaluation. We use the path extraction algorithm from [5] to XML documents. Let tP be a set of projection paths. Then function f is projection-safe w. r t. P iffor all projection paths p in P and all XML documents X, the results of p evaluated on X and f(X) are top-level equal.
A safe projection semantics. Our projection semantics has been successfully implemented in [7] . We consider XML documents D t ... t,, where each token ti is either an opening, closing, or bachelor tag, or character data. We define function branch(ti), which returns the document branch of ancestor nodes from the root up to ti. For instance, in Figure 2 , we have branch((name)) = branch((K/name)) = (site)Kregions)(item)Knamel/)Kitem)K/regions)(/site) for the name-tags in line 1. Finally, we introduce set P', which extends the projection paths P by all prefix paths in X, e.g. for path /a/b in P we add paths / and /a. Definition 3. Let P be a set of projection paths, P+ its extension by all prefix paths in P, and let ti,, be a token in document D. If tin is a tag node, let branch(ti ) be (ti Lemma 1. Let P be a set of projection paths. A function over XML documents which preserves all nodes relevant according to P with their ancestor-descendant and followingrelationships is projection-safe w rt. P.
As shown in [7] , this approach to XML prefiltering can be evaluated on-the-fly, in a single pass over the input.
IV. STATIC COMPILATION OF LOOKUP TABLES
We statically compute the runtime lookup tables from projection paths and a nonrecursive DTD.
Computing the rnntime-automaton. We compile the DTD into an automaton. DTD-automata are finite-state automata (FSAs) that recognize all XML documents valid w.r.t. a DTD.
Ultimately, we want to associate actions with FSA states, as in Figure 3 . To this end, we use Glushkov automata [24] , a class of FSAs where all transitions into a state carry the same label. This property is called homogeneity [25] . A state in a homogeneous FSA is called t-labeled if its incoming transitions carry label t. State qo is the initial state, and dual states q and qj distinguish reading opening-and closing tags.
Example 7. The DTD-automaton in Figure 5 has been constructed for the DTD from Example 2.
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We compute the runtime-automaton from a subgraph of the transitive closure of the graph defined by the DTD-automaton. Our goal is to select a small subgraph, as we do not want to recognize all tokens in the input, but rather skip parts of the input unparsed. Thereby, we need to ensure that we visit all tags that are part of relevant data as this data needs to be preserved in XML prefiltering. As shown in Example 2, we may also have to stop over at additional nodes to maintain a minimum amount of orientation. Figure 5 , state qo has the empty document branch, states q, and q-have document branch (al), and states q2 and qj have document branch (a)(bh)i/a). For states q3 and q-with document branch a)(ci)(Ia), the token (ci) is relevant according to condition C3 in Definition 3.
Given DTD-automaton D and a set of projection paths 'P, (1) This ensures that the runtime-algorithm is not thrown off-track when it skips input passages.
Step 2 computes the subgraphautomaton, that is shown in Figure 3 (since the FSA is already deterministic, it is identical to the runtime-automaton). In defining the action table, we unambiguously map an action to each state, exploiting the fact that the runtimeautomaton is homogeneous (homogeneity is preserved by determinization via subset construction [25] ). Table T is derived as follows. States that do not describe relevant nodes are assigned action "nop'. For the remaining states, we consider the pairs of states q and q for reading the opening-and closing-tag of a node. If the leaf node in the document branch associated with q and q satisfies condition C2 in Definition 3, then we are interested in the descendants of this node and assign T[q] -"copy on" and T[q]=-"copy off". Otherwise, we assign action "copy tag" for both states, possibly also copying the attributes for the opening tag, depending on the matched projection paths.
Correctness. Let R(D,P,X) be the runtime algorithm from Figure 4 computed for DTD D and the set of projection paths P in document X. As the following theorem states, the runtime-algorithm preserves all relevant nodes.
Theorem I: Let X be a document valid wrt. a DTD D, and P be a set ofprojection paths. Algorithm R(D, P, X) preserves all nodes relevant according to P with their ancestordescendant and following-relationships as in X.
It follows from Lemma I that R(D,P,X) implements a projection-safe function, and thus can be used for XML prefiltering on documents conforming to the DTD.
V EXPERIMENTS
We have implemented a prototype in C++, called SMP. Our prototype takes the projection paths and a nonrecursive DTD as input and performs static analysis (c.f. Section IV). The data structures for string search are computed lazily, when an automaton-state is first entered. SMP uses a pre-allocated buffer to read the document in fixed-size chunks, which we set to eight times the system page size. Experimental Setup. All tests were carried out on a Core2
Duo IBM ThinkPad Z61p with a T2500 2.00GHz CPU, 1lGB RAM available, running Ubuntu Linux 6.06 LTS. We run Java query engines with J2RE 1.5.0 09. Usr is the total number of seconds the process used directly, and Sys the CPU seconds used by the system on behalf of the process. CPU workload is computed as Usr+Sys divided by total running time. XMark data. We tested SMP with data from the XMark benchmark [17] . Note that the XMark DTD allows recursive lists within item descriptions. We modified the DTD accordingly and restricted our experiments to queries XMl-14 and XM17-20, which do not address the recursive lists. Table I shows our results for a 5GB XMark document. To provide an idea of how SMP performs on smaller documents, we list the maximum deviation "±" (in positive or negative direction) on the 10MB, 100MB, and 1GB documents for selected values.
We state the size of the projected document, and the maximum memory consumption (Mem). The total runtime (Time), the sum of Usr and Sys time, and the average CPU load are also listed. The static analysis, which comprises parsing of the DTD and of the files containing the projection paths, as well as the construction of the lookup tables A, V, J, and T, is included in the time measurements, and varied between 0.03s and 0.2s.
States is the number of states in the runtime-DFA. The value of CW + BM denotes the number of states for which Commentz-Walter (CW) or Boyer-Moore (BM) lookup tables are constructed. For instance, for query XM1, the runtime-DFA has 9 states, two of which require CW lookup tables, and six of which need BM lookup tables.
When we scan the input there are forward shifts performed in string pattern matching and initial jump offsets computed by static analysis. 0ShiJt Size denotes the average size of forward shifts, which depends on the lengths of keywords in the frontier vocabularies, but also on the structure of the input document. When we verify a potential match for a keyword forward shifts are followed by a scan from right to left. Hence, aShift Size cannot be used to compute Char Comp, the percentage of character comparisons relative to the document size. Initial Jumps denotes the percentage of characters skipped by initial jump offsets alone. The small deviations (±) for different input sizes suggest that the XMark data generator creates documents that are very similar in their structure.
We observe that larger outputs go hand in hand with higher total processing times. For instance, prefiltering for query XM14 produces the largest output, and requires the longest running time. The Usr+Sys time is mainly driven by the number of character comparisons, while the CPU load depends on the output size and the number of characters comparisons, and ranges between I I% and 21%. Thus, the system spends most of the time holding out for new data from the disk. The average size of forward shifts depends on the input and the size of the tags used in the projection paths. In evaluating query XM5, we observe comparatively large average forward shifts.
Consequently, the Usr+Sys time is low, and SMP inspects only about 10% of the input (Char Comp). Overall, SMP inspects at most 23% of the input. Comparatively little can be gained Figure 7 (c). The program throughput of tokenizing the input with Xerces, either using the SAXl or the SAX2 XML reader, is well below the average program throughput that SMP achieves in prefiltering the same data for both the queries of Table I (XMark) and Table II (MEDLINE), respectively. Even pipelining SMP prefiltering and XPath evaluation with SPEX has a higher throughput on MEDLINE data than just tokenizing the input with Xerces (c.f. Figure 7(b) ).
Overall, SMP is by a factor of 3-9 faster than Xerces while at the same time performing a more complex data management task. The results confirm that the throughput achieved by our approach substantially surpasses that of projection systems that rely on a tokenization of their input. Type-based projection. Type-based projection (TBP) [6] is a natural choice for comparison with SMP, as it also exploits schema knowledge, but tokenizes its complete input. To 
